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1. INTRODUCTION

The emergent field of Urban Computing seeks to develop computational solutions that make cities more livable, more efficient, and better positioned for the centuries ahead [2]. An important aspect in this endeavor is to have good reliable estimates of when and how the millions of individuals that cohabit a metropolis use their facilities. These daily set of individual choices are very diverse and difficult to infer in urban populations. One reason for this difficulty lies in the stochasticity of the options for activity types, travel modes, routes, sequences, and trip purposes that an individual can make in a given city. However, despite some degree of change and spontaneity, human mobility is, in fact, characterized by a deep-rooted regularity that allows us to detect predictable trends of urban dynamics [43, 42, 19, 15, 4].

Increasing storage capacity and processor clouds make possible to capture petabytes of digital traces from individual activities worldwide. Internet usage, credit card transactions, GPS-equipped vehicles, subway smart cards, among others, save in the cloud our time-stamped coordinates every time we use them [28, 14, 38]. But few things are better sensors of our daily whereabouts than our mobile phones [27]. A mobile phone tracks our location every time we text, call or web browse; and even passively when it communicates to the cellular network access points. The recently improved ability to capture, store, and understand massive amounts of data is changing the methods for inferring human behavior [13]. As our data collection grows, so will the opportunity to find better methods to interpret and transmit the data in a world where people and machines are more interconnected.

The dynamics of a population’s daily movement is a complex system; still, there are several non-trivial features that have been measured independently of the specific details of the urban group. These features are called universal in analogy with reproducible phenomena that appear in the natural sciences. Basic and common mechanisms are responsible for the presence of each of those ubiquitous features in systems governed by human activity. One widespread example that uses these universal approaches includes gravity-like models to estimate the aggregate statistic in mobility and migration among populations. It has been proved that a simple stochastic process can capture local mobility decisions that help us derive analytically commuting and mobility fluxes, requiring as an input-only information on the distribution of population and facilities [41] without details about individual demographics, socioeconomic or activity types. The effectiveness of this simplified model stems from the high correlation that exists among the aforementioned distribu-
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network patterns occurring with such frequency that the configurations indicates that they represent "motifs," which are the workplace or home. The prevalence of the 17 trip configurations that can be expressed as daily networks with nodes representing locations and directed edges representing trips. The same distribution of trip configurations has been found in different cities, and measured by both travel surveys and mobile phone data [39]. Individuals make daily trips to five or fewer locations using only 17 of the more than 1 million possible network configurations. The basic mechanism generating these networks is the circadian rhythm of our daily movement and a perturbation factor expressed in a hidden Markov model. This factor implies that once individuals are engaged in a single flexible activity that lasts at least 30 minutes, they are more likely to engage in an additional flexible activity that day, compared with those who have not yet left a fixed activity, such as the workplace or home. The prevalence of the 17 trip configurations indicates that they represent "motifs," which are network patterns occurring with such frequency that the statistical probability of their random occurrence is negligible. The presence of motifs indicates a basic principle that can be used to develop predictive models of daily trip chains. Here we show how to detect the stay points from triangulated mobile phone records that give rise to the daily motifs.

In the paper, we analyze triangulated mobile phone record sets for the Boston metropolitan area as a demonstration. In Sections 2 and 3, we present the data characteristics and the required computational methods to extract the two known universal features of individual trips (i.e., the explorations combined with preferential returns), as well as the daily mobility motifs compared with the travel survey data for Boston metropolitan area [32]. In Section 4, we discuss the methods and current challenges of how to combine the extracted urban mobility features with land use information to infer activities and types of destinations associated with these trips. In Section 5, we present the methods to match and cluster trips using the spatial network. Our goal is to develop methods to reproduce previous findings on road usage with a platform that is computationally integrated and publicly available. The results presented here serve as a starting point for unified methods of analysis to greatly simplify the dimensionality of the data by capturing the essence of the information and reducing details that would generate overfitting. These outcomes enable converting these data into valuable information with great benefits for urban applications.

2. DATA DESCRIPTION AND PREPROCESSING

Our dataset contains 834,690,725 anonymized mobile phone records from 1 million users in the Boston metropolitan area (around 19.35% of the population, from several carriers) for a period of two months in 2010. Each record contains anonymous User ID, longitude, latitude, and time stamp of the phone activity. The coordinates of the records are estimated by a standard triangulation algorithm (and the data do not include cell phone tower information). The accuracy of the location is about 200- to 300- meters, which is of higher resolution than representing locations by cell towers [44, 42, 5]. This finer granularity enables us to identify locations of users more accurately and thus to adapt data preprocessing methods that have been previously applied to GPS records [48, 47, 49, 17].

The first step in the data preprocessing is to identify stays (i.e., phone records made when users are engaging in activities) and pass-by's (i.e., records made during travelling) from each user's trajectory. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, a stay-point is identified by a sequence of consecutive cell phone records bounded by both temporal and spatial constraints. The spatial constraint is the roaming distance when a user is staying at a location, which should be related to the accuracy of the device collecting location data. In this study we set the roaming distance as 300 meters. The temporal constraint is the minimum duration spent at a location, which is measured as the temporal difference between the first and the last record in a stay. In this study, only records meeting the spatial constraint criterion and with duration more than 10 minutes are counted as stays. Once a stay point is identified, its location is set as the centroid of all records belonging to that stay. In Fig. 2.1 s1 is the centroid of p3, p4, and p5.

![Figure 2.1: Illustration of the data preprocessing process. The green points are raw triangulated cell phone records. The red points are identified stay-points. The blue point is a stay region, which is a cluster of stay-points.](image)

The next step is to identify stay-regions from stay points since different stay-points identified from one user's several different trajectories may refer to the same location, but these stay-points' coordinates are unlikely to be exactly the same. We use a grid-based clustering method to cluster stay-points to get stay-regions. As shown by Zheng et. al [47] the advantage of the grid-based clustering method over the k-means algorithm and the density-based OPTICS clustering algorithm is that it can constrain the output cluster sizes, which is desirable when we know that each location should have a bounded size and the accuracy of the records is within a certain range. In this study the maximum stay region size is set to \(d = 300m\) to approximate the area that might likely be traversed on foot as part of an urban activity. The procedure to perform grid-based clustering is to first divide the entire region into rectangular cells of size \(d/3\). Next to map all the stay-points to each cell. Then iteratively merge the unlabeled cell with the maximum stay-points and its unlabeled neighbors to a new stay-region. Once a cell is assigned to a stay region, it is marked as labeled. For the detailed algorithm please refer to [47]. In Fig. 2.1, the three
stay-points are clustered to one stay-region \( r_1 \).

3. UNIVERSAL PATTERNS OF INDIVIDUAL MOBILITY

3.1 Exploration and Preferential Returns

Several ubiquitous characteristics of individual human trajectories have been found \([4, 15, 42, 5]\), most of which are using tower level cell phone records. One important aspect is to measure the degrees of predictability of human mobility. Previous studies \([43]\) found that, on average, 70% of the time the most visited location coincides with a user’s actual location at a given time of the day. The distributions of travel distance \((P(r))\), inter-activity time \((P(t))\), radius of gyration \((r_g)\), location visiting frequency \((f_s)\) and location exploration probability show that human trajectories present statistical regularities that can be related via scaling laws. The location visiting frequency usually conforms to Zipf’s law \([50]\). This implies a hierarchical ranking in our visitation patterns that relates to the exploration and preferential return to certain locations, which is an ubiquitous mechanism in human mobility \([42]\). The more locations a person has visited, the less likely s/he is going to visit a new location, or in other words, the more likely s/he is going to return to a previously visited location. This probability is proportional to the previous visiting frequency of that location. With data at the finer granularity level available, we would like to test whether these scaling laws still hold on the same population.

We begin our exploration by calculating the users’ mobility regularity \( R(t) \), which is defined as the probability of finding the user in her/his most visited location at hourly interval in a week. Fig. 3.1(a) shows that, under finer granularity, there is a regularity for all users in a week. The average regularity drops from 70% (in tower level data) to 64% measured at the level of stay cells. As expected, the regularity is still higher during night and lower during the day. It’s also higher during weekends. The average numbers of visited locations, for all the users in each hour of a week, show exactly the opposite pattern of \( R \).

Next, we examine how the users explore different locations. The number of distinct locations visited over time, \( S(t) \), follows the following trend:

\[
S(t) \sim t^\mu,
\]

where \( \mu = 0.6 \pm 0.02 \) for tower-level cell phone data \([42]\). Fig. 3.1(b) shows how \( S(t) \) vs. \( t \) changes for user groups that visited a different number of locations during the 2-month period. As can be expected, user groups that visited more locations in the 2-month period have higher slopes. For group \( s = 80–100 \), \( \mu = 0.66 \) while for group \( s = 20–40 \), \( \mu = 0.41 \). For all the users \( \mu = 0.59 \), which agrees with previous findings.

Next, we measure the visiting frequency \( f \) of the \( k \)th most visited locations, which follows the shape: \( f_k \sim k^{-\xi} \), with \( \xi = 1.04 \) (Fig. 3.1(c)), which is slightly smaller than the one observed with higher granularity data, of \( \xi = 1.2 \). The multi-scale effects still deserve more thorough investigation and may be sensitive to the scale of stay regions.

Fig. 3.1(d) shows that if a user returns to a previously visited location, the probability \( P \) to return to that location is proportional to that location’s previous visiting frequency \( f \). This evidence again supports the exploration and preferential return mechanism in human mobility.

3.2 Daily Motifs

Individual daily mobility is well described by activity chains that include the start time, the end time, and the location of each activity within a day. Activity chains are usually obtained from travel survey data, which is accurate but with low sampling rate (around 1% of total households in a metropolitan area) and usually only one day of travel diaries per household \([23]\). Cell phone data has the opposite characteristics: not all stays in a day can be captured in the cell phone data, but it has much longer periods of sampling over larger fractions of the population—in this study it contains 20% of the population in Boston over a 2-month period. So a question arises: can the larger volume and longer periods of observation make up for the less accuracy in the cell phone data? We find that this is the case if the data is filtered in a proper way.

Larger volume of data enables us to filter out the noise and select only users with enough information for detecting daily trip chains. The sampling method requires: (1) To select only frequent cell phone users with enough records; (2) To remove pass-by points which are only used during travel; (3) To eliminate signal transitions between neighboring locations; (4) To detect individual trips only for days with at least 7 identifiable time-slot locations (a day is divided into 48 half hour slots); (5) To overcome the small number of night calls, the location which is visited most frequently during all nights between 12 am and 6 am of a single user, is assigned to be the user’s home location. For a detailed description of the filtering process please refer to our previous study \([39]\).

For each sampled individual trajectory, we construct a travel network in which nodes represent the visited stay-regions and directed edges stand for trips between them. We count the statistically significant configurations in the data sets, which are called motifs, adopting the term from network science \([31]\). This notion is similar to the notion of activity chains. The difference is that here we distinguish locations by the coordinates of the stay-region rather than the functionality of the location such as home, work, etc. This formulation is suitable for passive observations of mobile phone data in which we have higher degrees of uncertainty inferring trip purposes.

In a previous study \([39]\), we measured that over 90% of the identified daily mobility networks can be described with only...
17 different motifs. We test this finding here by extracting motifs for both cell phone users in our dataset and from the 2010/2011 Massachusetts travel survey [32], which contains 37,023 people’s travel dairy over one day on a rolling basis. Fig. 3.2 shows the distributions of the 17 motifs which are similar for the two different data sources, and they also agree with the previous findings measured in Chicago and Paris. This result shows the validity of the proposed method for triangulated cell phone data, which presents a good alternative for analyzing daily human mobility patterns and complements expensive surveys.

Figure 3.2: Frequent daily motifs. The 17 most frequent motifs account for over 90% of the measured daily trips. The distributions of the 17 motifs extracted from cell phone data and the Massachusetts travel survey are similar, and also conform to previous findings in Paris and Chicago [39].

4. INFERRING INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES AND TRAVEL

To make the million users’ mobile phone traces useful for urban land use, community planning and transportation planning, it is crucial to answer one of the most important questions: “What are people doing in space and time?” [1, 6, 16, 30, 24, 25, 26]. This question includes inferring the spatiotemporal activities that people engage in, and their travel (e.g., trip chaining, and road usage, etc.) induced by the needs of pursuing activities [35].

In order to infer the types and patterns of activities of anonymous individuals, by learning their historical presence in space and time and characteristics of their destinations (e.g., land use, points-of-interest (POIs)), we need to address several challenges presented by the mobile phone records (for billing purposes) as opposed to by GPS data for which many algorithms and methods have been developed to study human behavior [47, 17]. First, mobile phone data are perceived with indefinite gaps in space and time, while GPS data are recorded with a high frequency such that they can be treated as continuous trajectories. Second, the locational accuracy of mobile phone data is lower than the pinpointed GPS traces (depending on the technologies [36]).

In this section, we present a class of algorithms that are tailored to address the distinct characteristics of the mobile phone data (triangulated at 200- to 300-meter accuracy level) such that we can use the filtered data to infer human activities and their travel in space and time. In contrast to the grid-based algorithm presented in Section 2, the one presented here is designed to exploit the maximum spatial accuracy possible. Comparing these two classes of data filtering methods is beyond the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere.

4.1 Extracting Stay, Pass-by and Potential Stay Areas

For the purpose of extracting individuals’ whereabouts from phone records, including their stationary stay locations (so as to infer their activity types) and their moving pass-by locations (so as to infer their travel path and road usage), we employ a method inspired by Hariharan and Toyama’s study [17]. We demonstrate this process of data filtering in Figure 4.1, and discuss details as follows.

Let sequence $D_i = (d_i(1), d_i(2), d_i(3), ..., d_i(n_i))$ be the observed data for a given anonymous user i, where $d_i(k) = (t(k), x(k), y(k))$ for $k = 1, ..., n_i$. $t(k)$, $x(k)$, and $y(k)$ are the time, longitude, and latitude of the k-th observation of user i. First, we extract points $d_i(k)$ that are spatially close (i.e. within roaming distance of 300 meters) to their subsequent observations, say, $d_i(k + 1), d_i(k + 2), ..., d_i(k + m)$. To reduce the “jumps” in the location sequence of the mobile phone data, we assume that $d_i(k), ..., d_i(k + m)$ are observed when user i is at a specific location, i.e., the medoid of the set of locations $\{(x_i(k), y_i(k))', ..., (x_i(k + m), y_i(k + m))'\}$, which is denoted by $\text{Med}(\{(x_i(k), y_i(k))', ..., (x_i(k + m), y_i(k + m))'\})$.

This treatment respects the time order at first, to ignore noisy “jumps” in estimated location, but then disregards time ordering to apply the agglomerative clustering algorithm [17] to consolidate points that are close in space but may be far away in time. The points to be consolidated together form a cluster whose diameter is required to be no more than a certain threshold (set to be 500 meters). Again, we modify the observation locations to the corresponding medoids of the clusters (see Figures 4.1(a) and (b)). It turns out that by these treatments, we greatly reduce the noise in the location sequences of the mobile phone data (i.e., errors in signal triangulations).

Figure 4.1: Extracting Stay, Pass-by and Potential Stay Areas from the Phone Data for an Anonymous User in a 2-Month Period.

Second, we impose the time duration criterion on the clean data, and extract the stay locations whose durations exceed a certain threshold (set as 10 minutes) (see Figure 4.1(c)). In the presented example we extract 31 distinct stay locations from the 1,776 phone records in the 2-month period of the exhibited anonymous user. The rest of the points are called pass-by points, where we don’t observe any lengthy stays in these areas. Note that it is possible that the user might actually stay in some of these pass-by areas or areas that we don’t even observe. In these cases, information about time and location is totally or partially latent to us as we don’t observe it from the phone records. However, all the
stay locations frequently visited by the user ought to be extracted from the mobile phone data, if the observation period is long enough.

Third, we treat the distinct stay locations obtained from the last phase as the user’s destinations, and flag the pass-by points that collocate with any of the destinations as potential stays (see Figure 4.1(c) and 4.1(d), in which some pass-by’s are converted into potential stays).

In Figure 4.2, we demonstrate the difference in inferring the individual’s travel when the stay points, potential stay points, and pass-by points are gradually detected. We can see that the inference is more accurate when including pass-by points of the individual’s travel. Note that including potential stay points may also change the type of individual daily mobility motif patterns, because we may capture activities of less importance in terms of spent time.

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Potential Travel Paths with and without Pass-by and Potential Stay Points for an Anonymous User (Same as in Figure 4.1) in One Day

4.2 Inferring Human Activities

The individual daily mobility motif analysis presented in Section 3.2 provides a framework to further analyze the types of activities (e.g., home, work, school, shopping, recreation, social, etc.) that individuals engage in at different destinations (i.e., nodes in the motifs, see Figure 4.2(d)). In traditional survey data, activity types/purposes are revealed by individuals who answer the travel diaries; whereas in the mobile phone data (for billing purposes), activity types at the individual’s activity types and destination characteristics are closely related in general. Table 1 shows probabilities of various types of human activities given land use types calculated from the 2010/2011 Massachusetts travel survey data and land use data for the Boston metropolitan area.

With the emerging availability of semantic-enriched digital geographic data on land use and POIs, we can cross reference the spatial information and characteristics of destinations that anonymous individuals visit, which allows us to build probabilistic models to infer activity types at different destinations in space and time. The probability that individual i commits activity a at time t conditional on her/his destination information and daily mobility motif is written as $f(a_{it} = a|t, d_i, m_{it})$, where $d_i$ is a vector containing various destination information such as the location, land-use type, population density, etc., and $m_{it}$ is the motif of individual i in day d. This probability can be estimated from the survey data, where both the activity type and destination information are available, for example using multinomial logit model [3], applied to activity inference using mobile phone data.

One of the main challenges here is that none of the data sources (travel survey or phone data) pinpoint locations of the trip destinations, but areas surrounding these precise locations. For the travel survey data, locational information of trip destinations are usually the centroids of administrative zones (e.g., traffic analysis zones, postal zones, or census tract/block group/block) for privacy consideration and/or the ease of administrative efforts in conducting the travel survey. For example, in the 2010/2011 Massachusetts travel survey, which covers the Boston metropolitan area, the reported locations of trip destinations are the centroids of census blocks (whose areas range from a few square meters up to around ten square kilometers). However, land use within the same zone (e.g., census block) can be mixed, depending on the size and location of the zone. This adds uncertainty in predicting individuals’ activities conditional on land use information from the survey. Similar issues exist in the mobile phone data to certain extent, depending on the accuracy and resolution of the spatially triangulated locations of the anonymous phone users. Nonetheless, finding smart techniques to link the association rules of semantic-enriched land use and POI information of the diverses areas that individuals visit is an open challenge for estimating the activity types that individuals engage in [45, 46]. And this information is extremely valuable to put mobile phone data into the service of urban and transportation planning.

In Figure 4.3, we illustrate in one example the situation we must address when inferring activity types given an anonymous mobile phone user’s records on a Saturday.

Figure 4.3: Land Use of (Potential) Stay Areas of the Anonymous User in One Day (the Same as in Figure 4.2).

Figures 4.3(a) demonstrates the stay areas, pass-by areas and potential stay areas en route in a day extracted from an anonymous phone user’s record data. Figure 4.3(b), (c),
5. MATCHING CELL PHONE DATA TO SPATIAL NETWORKS

In order to map previously discussed individuals’ daily motifs, activity sequences and locations to spatial networks, so as to address transportation management and planning issues (such as mode choice, traffic congestion, etc.), cell phone data have to be incorporated into the spatial networks within which the flow of people is restricted. In this section we first argue for the additional insights that can be gained by analyzing cell phone data within spatial networks. We then discuss a software architecture based on state-of-the-art open source projects that can be used for the geospatial analysis of phone data within spatial networks.

5.1 The Necessity of Data Analysis Within Spatial Networks

The network science and human mobility community has so far mostly analyzed cell phone datasets in the Euclidean space. The Euclidean space can be suitable for certain kinds of analyses, but makes it hard to link the human dynamics, which can be gained from analyzing cell phone data, to the underlying transportation systems in a city that give rise to these dynamics. A holistic study of human mobility and transportation systems will enable the development of technologies that render cities truly intelligent. In order to pursue this goal in the context of our work, it is necessary to analyze cell phone data within spatial networks [11, 18], in particular time-dependent spatial networks [8, 12, 33].

On the one hand, large-scale cell phone data match to the road network can be used to uncover traffic patterns and road usage. On the other hand, since cell phone data contain information on a massive amount of individuals (usually in the millions) and can be used to infer home locations of the anonymous users, they can be used to infer sources of traffic together with destination information. For example, Wang et al. [44] used phone data at the cell tower level to find that major traffic flows in congested roads in both the Boston and San Francisco Bay Areas are generated by very few driver sources. These results are directly useful for urban transportation policy making to reduce traffic congestion by targeting specific driver sources. One potential disadvantage of the approach presented in [44] is that it used proprietary software (such as TransCAD, a specialized GIS software in transportation system modeling and planning) to conduct the spatial analysis, which may limit the reach of such studies to broader contexts as it would require the purchase of a software license. It would thus be desirable to conduct the analysis of cell phone data within spatial networks using open source software.

5.2 Incorporating Cell Phone Data to Spatial Networks

Cell phone datasets may have large sizes and consequently it becomes imperative to implement algorithms paying particular attention to speed and scalability. In order to achieve this goal, there is a need for a geospatial software foundation that is fast, reliable, and scalable, upon which the necessary algorithms are implemented. At the same time, the end user needs to be able to extend and modify the software to be able to add new functionality. Some alternatives within the open source geospatial software ecosystem seem particularly suitable to satisfy these requirements [40]. We have identified as suitable options PostgreSQL extended with PostGIS to store...
and manipulate the cell phone data and the spatial networks, and pgRouting to add geospatial routing capabilities to the database. Beyond the availability of numerous features that make it possible to conduct various analyses, these open source tools provide a great foundation upon which to implement extensions related to time dependency [34, 10, 9] and multimodality [7] for example.

PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database system [22]. It is fully ACID compliant, has full support for foreign keys, joins, views, triggers, and stored procedures. It includes most SQL:2008 data types and also supports storage of binary large objects, including pictures, sound, or video. It has native programming interfaces for Python, which is our programming language of choice for algorithm implementation and analysis. It is highly scalable in terms of the quantity of data it can manage, with an unlimited maximum database size and a 32 TB maximum table size. The key component that makes PostgreSQL suitable for geospatial analysis is PostGIS.

PostGIS is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL that adds support for geographic objects, allowing PostgreSQL to be used as a spatial database for geographic information systems (GIS) [21]. PostGIS adds support for geographic objects allowing location queries to be run in SQL. It adds extra types (geometry, geography, raster and others) as well as functions, operators, and index enhancements that apply to these spatial types. This PostgreSQL/PostGIS combination results in a fast, feature-rich, and robust spatial database management system. Navigation for road networks requires complex routing algorithms that support turn restrictions and ideally time-dependent attributes. Towards this end, geospatial routing can be done at the database level with pgRouting.

pgRouting is a library that extends PostgreSQL/PostGIS to support geospatial routing and adds routing functionality to the database [20]. It provides a variety of tools for shortest path search, including functions for Shortest Path Dijkstra, Shortest Path A-Star, Shortest Path Shooting-Star (routing with turn restrictions), Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), and Driving Distance calculation. The key value of pgRouting is that it allows these high-level functions to run at the database level. Furthermore, the database routing approach has two main advantages that make it suitable for eventually incorporating time-dependency into the problem. First, any data changes in the database will be taken into account instantaneously by the routing engine. Second, the “cost” parameter can be dynamically calculated through SQL and its value come from multiple fields or tables. PostgreSQL/PostGIS are very useful not only to perform routing through a database, but also interacts with the python interface capabilities—to manage the records (after some initial data filtering and processing) and to handle the rest of the algorithms for converting the raw data into manageable individuals’ daily traces, activities, and trip destinations, etc. More specifically, the raw cell phone data and the corresponding local road network can be stored in a PostgreSQL/PostGIS database. pgRouting can then be used to perform geospatial routing and enable the execution of analyses related to road usage as in [44] but based on an open source software architecture. The different algorithms to process the data as have been presented in the paper can be implemented in Python and use the open-source Python module PyGreSQL to interface to the PostgreSQL database. As the data gets refined, the smaller subsets can be stored in new tables and data processing can proceed from these subsets.

Figure 5.1 gives a preview of the advantages of analyzing cell phone data in a road network. In this figure we can see the paths along stay, potential stay, and pass-by points for the same person as in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for three different days. These paths give an approximate indication of the mobility of a person throughout time while taking into account the dynamic constraints of the spatial networks (in this case the road network) to which the human dynamics are subjected. Notice how the home location of the individual as well as nearby locations repeat spatially among the three subsequent days.

6. CONCLUSION

As mobile phone devices become ubiquitous sensors in people’s daily life, accompanied by the fast advancing ICT technologies that make available fine-grained location information for millions of anonymous phone users, great opportunities exist for us to fully understand patterns and mechanisms of human mobility, activities, and their relation with the urban environment. These opportunities open the door to a new era, when researchers from interdisciplinary fields can re-examine ways that human interact with the environment and mechanisms that drive these dynamics. While these are fundamental questions to answer for sustainable urban future, we still need to address several challenges in fully embracing the opportunities.

In this paper, we review, extend, and illustrate the “Big Data” processing that can translate voluminous urban sensing (such as cellphone traces) into parsimonious trip chains, activity sequences, and travel paths that are more suitable for use by land use and transportation planners. We utilize three classes of methods to exploit such high-resolution mobile phone data (at 200- to 300- meter accuracy level) for different purposes in urban computing applications, using Boston metropolitan area as a demonstration. First, we analyze human mobility and derive universal features revealing the predictability and scaling laws of human dynamics. By using method that extracts individuals’ phone signals into small grid cells, we find that the measured users’ mobility regularity $R(t)$ drops to 64% at the represented grid cell level compared to 70% measured at the cell tower level. Meanwhile, the probability distribution measuring an individual’s returns to her/his previously visited stay locations for all phone users in our sample also supports previous findings on the exploration and preferential return patterns in
human mobility. We then extract individual daily mobility networks, called motifs in the study, from both the phone data and travel survey data. By comparing the 17 most frequent motifs (covering 90% of the total daily travel), we find similar distributions obtained from phone and survey data.

Second, we introduce a class of algorithms to extract custom-tailored point-based fine-grain areas (at the 300-meter accuracy level) representing each anonymous individual's stay, pass-by, and potential stay locations. We adjust parameters of the spatiotemporal constraints, according to data accuracy and prior knowledge of human behavior, to define these three categories of individual's presence in space and time. Our method is particularly useful to examine surrounding semantic-enriched land use type or points-of-interest information in the areas of (potential) stays so as to model the activity types engaged by individuals in their daily life. We propose a framework to infer human activity types by incorporating the extractable individual daily motifs, land use information of an individual's (potential) stays, and time. Existing techniques (such as multinomial logit models) can be easily applied under such a framework, and will be tested in our future research. We also demonstrate that including pass-by points, and potential stay points will be very useful in inferring individuals' travel path and road usage, which is directly linked to our third method discussed in the paper.

Finally, we present a software architecture based on state-of-the-art open source projects that can be used for managing and analyzing mobile phone data in geospatial databases. This software architecture becomes the foundation upon which we develop new algorithms to study human mobility as extracted from cell phone data within the spatial networks that constrain human dynamics. The method presented here will be very useful especially since we study human mobility from an agent-centric perspective. It also represents a flexible framework that makes it possible to consider in future work the multimodal aspect of the transportation systems in the city and go beyond the road network. In particular, the development of algorithms, which can match geographic coordinates out of cell phone data to rail, subway, or road networks and thus enable us to infer potential travel modes, is of particular interest and an avenue for future research.

With the three methods brought together in this paper, we demonstrate and evaluate state-of-the-art algorithms that can be adopted to take full advantage of triangulated mobile phone data with high spatial resolutions for urban computing and modeling applications. To summarize, such applications include extracting individual's daily motifs (or trip chains), semantic-enriched land use information of activity destinations, activity types, and human flows in the spatial networks. As cities are growing in unprecedented speed in human history, and become more diverse as economic structuring changes over the world, these urban applications are paramount in solving urban problems (i.e., growth and land use management, traffic congestions, efficiency and equity of public resource allocations, etc.). We showcase how an interdisciplinary approach in urban computing can be more useful and relevant for sustainable urban futures in the "Big Data" era.
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